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Our annual Awards and
Graduation Dinner will be held
on October 15th in the
Extension auditorium and
catered by the Master Food
Preservers. This will be a great
party with friends you may not
have seen in awhile. Please email
our incoming president, Kate
Hassen roseknitter1@gmail.com,
your reservation.
I am excited by the line-up of
candidates for the JCMGA offices
and board. And, I am grateful to
so many qualified people who
have stepped up. We have more
than one candidate for most
positions, giving us choices and a
vibrant democracy. You are
picking the team that will
lead us in the coming year.
Have you voted?

his practice of
putting halfgallon milk
cartons about 2”
into the ground
around his
seedlings, which
he fills with
water for slow
infiltration into
the new
plantings’ root zones.
I also enjoyed, Excited about
Hornworms? in Temperate
Climate Permaculture, explaining
nature’s way of controlling
parasitized pests without applying
toxic broad spectrum chemicals
which kill indiscriminately.

Have you “liked” our
Facebook page? And, have
you seen our website where
you will find the new Winter
Dreams on-line brochure and
payment system? You can
browse the classes, see
pictures and bios of the
presenters, pay and choose
your classes. But, be
warned, some classes are
filling, fast, and this menu is “first And, you may be interested in
-come-first-served.”
The Big Bug Hunt’s free guide to
pests. You should add spotted
Quoting from the website: This
wing drosophila (one of the pests
year, there will be a focus on
attacking the cherries by our
SOIL with a keynote
parking lot) to its list. SWD
presentation from James Cassidy, attack a wide variety of fruit,
soil science professor at Oregon
including grapes. We are referred
State University. You won’t want
to the Pacific Northwest Insect
to miss his class! There are only
Management Handbook http://
100 seats available, so register
pnwhandbooks.org/insect/ for
early!
more information.
Other presenters will continue the
topic of soil, including Kristin
Ohlson, author of The Soil Will
Save Us, and soil experts
Rhianna Simes and Scott Goode,
who will lead beginning and
advanced Soil Alchemy classes.
This month’s “reads” include a
topic in Mother Earth News we all
must address 6 Ways to Recycle
Plastic Plant Pots! Our Master
Gardener of the Year, Scott
Goode, employs a variant of one
of the article’s suggestions with

Please let me know your
thoughts, questions, suggestions,
requests and criticisms regarding
our activities and goals. And, get
involved. Contact me at
eweisberg1@gmail.com or phone
(541) 708-3792
Eric Weisberg
President 2016
Master Gardener 2012
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The Pleasure and Privilege of Volunteering
These days the committee in charge of the Spring Fair is already busy getting ready for the next May 2017 edition.
Both visitors and vendors to the last 2016 edition have been pressing to make sure that the past success can be
even bettered next time around: it is great fun and good business for all involved.
One aspect that may not be immediately evident is the fact that the organization of the Fair is a complex and timeconsuming affair. Still, assuring success means having a good grip on the organization and having at hand enough
aficionados to assist and participate in the preparation, as well as in the staffing of the Fair.
So far, in preceding editions, this has always happened: a lot of people, from the Master Gardeners Association to
former MGs, from experienced professionals to youthful helpers, have all competed in bringing their knowledge and
enthusiasm into this effort.
Why? Well, if I may quote the title an April 2013 article from the Journal of Applied Social Psychology, “Volunteering
and well-being: is pleasure-based rather than pressure-based prosocial motivation that which is related to positive
effects?” For those who, like me, have a problem negotiating such lingo, the article fundamentally affirms that there
are ample benefits to be derived from offering one’s time and/or competence to non-remunerated activities for the
benefit of others. The key word being non-remunerated, because recompensing and rewarding they are indeed, just
not in monetary terms.
I am absolutely certain that every reader has had an experience (probably several) of donating work and time to
worthy organizations or endeavors and feeling a deep sense of satisfaction, joy, camaraderie and well being.
Literature is certainly not scarce on references to the pleasure of giving.
Let’s see, Jesus allegedly said “'It is more blessed to give than to receive”. From a Buddhist quote “Volunteers are
not paid – not because they are worthless, but because they are priceless”. For atheists I can quote the inevitable
Sir Winston Churchill “We make a living by what we get. We make a life by what we give”. I also have a lovely quote
by Euthymius II, Archbishop of Novgorod, but right now I cannot locate my cyrillic Russian fonts in the computer.
Enough with that… What is special in giving a hand in the preparation to the Fair and its attendance is that the benefits are compounded by the fact that one gets to deal with wonderful people. Master Gardeners are by definition
those who are close to nature. We learn a lot, get first pick at the unique plants and flowers and vegetables that will
be offered for sale there, make new interesting friends (lovely social opportunity) and maybe discover the reason
why so many make Jackson County Master Gardeners program such a popular success, envied by all other MGAs in
Oregon! And remember: volunteering generates enthusiasm and enthusiasm is the indispensable catalyst behind
any success.
But you have to hurry to sign up to volunteer – lest your neighbors get here first and fill the available slots.
Luigi Bogni
Master Gardener 2016
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More than Just a Jack!

to put about to keep Stingy Jack
away. In the 1800’s, Irish
immigrating to America discovered
pumpkins superior for their “Jack of
the lantern” traditions.

With the harvest moon yet to hit
the horizon, it would seem well
planned for the mighty pumpkin
to prevail giving us light to guide Pumpkins, (North American natives
our way through the autumn
with oldest evidence of pumpkingarden maze.
related seeds between 7000 and
5500 BC) truly provide far more than
However, there weren’t always such Jack’s lanterns. From petite to
vegetable lanterns or even
gigantis, whether white, traditional
pumpkins. It started hundreds of
orange, striped green and still plenty
years ago with one of those long
in between. While Peter pumpkin
legends in Ireland and Scotland
eater couldn’t keep wives, there’s pie
about a man named Stingy Jack.
pumpkins a plenty for his pleasure or
those colossal enough to conjure up
Being a miserable old drunk, Jack
the most quintessential coach for
enjoyed playing tricks on everyone
Cinderella.
including the Devil. After tricking him
to climb an apple tree, Jack placed
To summon your own, sowing seed
crosses at the base knowing the
outside (after spring’s last frosting)
Devil couldn’t touch them so was
within the richest well-aged manure
stuck in the branches. Promising not will miraculously reward you with
to take his soul, the Devil climbed
many plump pumpkins. Sowing 6-8
down after the crosses were
seeds 1” deep coddled upon 70
removed. After Jack‘s death years
degree hills, (about 3’ across
later, being refused to enter heaven enriched to 15” deep spaced 4-8’
for his worthless life, he was bereft
apart), of manured-compost,
to forever wander in darkness the
sprouting will surprisingly occur in
Netherworld between heaven and
less than a week. Water generously
hell.
keeping moist at all times.
Requesting to heave, the Devil
tossed Jack an ember from hells
flames that he promptly put within
his pocketed favorite food, a turnip
he’d carved out. Without rest, he
roamed the earth with his “Jack O’
Lantern” guiding his haunting ways.
So on all Hallow’s eve, the Irish
hollowed turnips, rutabagas, gourds,
potatoes and beets to fill with light

Aside from needing deep thirst
quenching, when 3-4” tall thin to
three plants per well-mulched hills
and feed generously with high
phosphorous fertilizer during
blooming. Pinching vine tips after a
few fruits have formed for smaller
types as well pruning back excess
vines and removing all but 1-2 fruits

for those prize for size winners, will
help divert all energies to encourage
the most premium pumpkins.
Careful turning without damaging
vines during growth encourages
even shapes unless one prefers
unique oddities. Smaller pie-typepumpkins may be grown vertically
supported by slings. When rinds are
hard and resist fingernail puncturing,
harvest by cutting with knife or
pruners leaving 4” stem on
pumpkins. Cure one week in sun
then store at 55 degrees in a dark
dry area until carving or savoring
their sweet flesh.

Pumpkin Prattle:
It’s a myth cucurbits, including
pumpkins, produce strange shapes
when different family members are
planted near each other. However,
their cross-pollination may alter
saved seeds thereafter.
Did you know a slice of pumpkin pie
before bedtime may help you sleep?
Pumpkins are nutritional
powerhouses!
So it’s no wonder why pumpkins are
way more than just “a Jack” of the
lantern variety…
Siskiyou Seeds
www.siskiyouseeds.com
Sydney Jordan Brown
Master Gardener 2000
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Gingery Pumpkin Cake
Recipe:
Gingery Pumpkin Cake
Not your packaged ginger cake mix!
Cake:
Preheat oven to 350 degrees
Oil and flour a 6 cup Bundt pan
Whole black pepper corns
Whole cloves
Whole cardamom
Cinnamon stick
In small coffer mill, grind enough of each
spice separately so you have at least ¼
teaspoon of each pepper, cloves, and
cardamom, and 1 teaspoon of cinnamon after
grinding. If you don’t desire to grind use ¼
teaspoon each purchased high quality ground
spices*
2 large pieces fresh gingerroot, peeled and finely grated (about ½ cup grated)
Zest from 2 organic oranges
2 cups white whole-wheat flour
2 teaspoons baking powder
1 teaspoon soda
½ teaspoon sea salt
3 large eggs at room temperature
1/2 cup sour cream
1 cup mashed pumpkin
1 stick unsalted butter at room temperature
1 cup coconut sugar or sucanat
In large measuring cup, whisk together flour, baking powder, soda, and salt then set aside. Whisk
together eggs, sour c ream and pumpkin and set aside. In stand mixer or large bowl, cream butter until
very light, about 5 minutes. Gradually add sugar at low speed and whip on high about 3 minutes until
very light and all is incorporated. Add grated ginger and orange rind to butter and blend well on low.
On low speed, add 1/3 each of flour and butter mixtures beating just until blended. Do twice more until all
is mixed.
Spoon batter in prepared pan and bake in 350 degree oven about 40-50 minutes until long cake tester or
wooden skewer comes out clean. Remove from oven to cool upside-down.
Syrup
While cake cools, in small pan simmer on low ½ cup bourbon or rum with 2 tablespoons frozen orange
juice concentrate (or use all orange juice without alcohol) mixed with ½ cup coconut sugar or sucanat.
Simmer until thickened about 15 minutes to reduce. Add 1 teaspoon rum flavoring if using all orange
juice. Brush hot syrup mixture over bottom of cake. Turn cake out then brush remaining mixture over rest
of surface.
When cake is totally cool, slice in to wedges.
Serves 12 to 14 depending on how many slices one cannot resist!
Sydney Jordan Brown
Master Gardener 2000
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The Literary Gardener
“But the golden-rod is one of the fairy, magical flowers; it grows not
up to seek human love amid the light of day, but to mark to the discerning what wealth lies hid in the secret caves of earth.”
– Margaret Fuller, “Memoirs of Margaret Fuller Ossoli,” 1884

to support them with stakes.

In this excerpt from a letter written
to a friend in the fall of 1840,
American journalist and women’s
rights advocate, Margaret Fuller,
referred to a widespread belief at
that time that goldenrod stems could
point the way toward buried treasure
and underground springs - nature’s
divining rod. Perhaps this belief
stemmed from the fact that the
plant’s stiff stalks are topped by
panicles of golden flowers, like the
golden treasure it was supposed they
could disclose, or perhaps the story
developed because some species of
meadow goldenrod grow best in
moist soil. Whatever the reason,
Fuller was not alone in endowing the
goldenrod with magical powers. It
was also commonly thought that
when goldenrod volunteers sprung
up by a house door it brought good
luck and prosperity to the family
living there.
Despite its mystical associations of
bygone days, I must admit I’ve been
less than enchanted with goldenrod
in my garden. This perennial herb,
which blooms from late summer until
the first frost, does, indeed, provide
a golden splash of fall color long
after many other flowers have faded.
However, the species of goldenrod I
planted, Solidago canadensis, native
to northeastern and north-central
parts of North America, grew lanky
and taller than I expected and
quickly overpowered my other
garden flowers. Once the flowers had
fully bloomed, the plants became too
top-heavy to stand erect, and I had

Goldenrod has also been used by
herbalists to prevent kidney stones
When I decided to thin out most of
and to cleanse the bladder, and as
the goldenrod to provide space in the an anti-inflammatory for bacterial
garden for more well-behaved
infections.
plants, I discovered they are
tenacious - their underground
Goldenrod has also been maligned
rhizomes spread quickly and proved for its allelopathic characteristics.
difficult for me to eradicate. In fact,
Like sunflowers, forsythia,
some species of goldenrod are
rhododendron, and some other
considered invasive in China,
plants, goldenrod has evolved toxic
Germany, and other parts of Europe, chemicals that it emits into the soil
and goldenrod is condemned as a
to prohibit competing plants from
noxious weed in several regions of
growing nearby. However, recent
North America.
research has shown that goldenrod
toxins are too weak to have much
On the other hand, as so often
affect on other garden plants (and
happens when I research a flowering hybridized goldenrods do not carry
plant, I’ve uncovered a wealth of
the toxin). In fact, many gardeners
interesting information and stories
grow goldenrod because it attracts a
about goldenrod, which has largely
host of pollinators and beneficial
redeemed the plant in my eyes as
insects. It’s an important source of
garden worthy. Consequently, here’s nectar for bees and one of the last
my second look at the sun-loving
sources of nectar for butterflies
Solidago.
before migrating south for the
winter. Also, goldenrod flowers
For starters, goldenrod has long
produce thousands of seeds, which
been unfairly blamed for causing hay provide food for birds during
fever. Although scientists have
wintertime.
discovered the true allergenic culprit
is ragweed (Ambrosia artemisiifolia), I think Solidago’s most eloquent
which blooms at the same time as
description is found in a letter
goldenrod, the indictment continues written by naturalist John Muir to a
today, as evidenced by Eileen
friend while he was exploring the
Blakeman’s 2014 poem, “Beware,” in Yosemite Valley during September
which she wrote:
1874. Muir wrote, “Most of the
meadow gardens are disenchanted
Sneeze! Sneeze!
and dead, yet I found a few mint
Who’s there, please?
spikes and asters and brave, sunful
Goldenrod, goldenrod!
goldenrods…The fragrance and the
Gently, I will trod.
color and the form, and the whole
spiritual expression of goldenrods
Perhaps unjust accusations like this
are hopeful and strength-giving
one have resulted in goldenrod’s
beyond any other flowers that I
long-standing association with taking know. A single spike is sufficient to
precaution. Then again, goldenrod’s heal unbelief and melancholy.”
scientific name, Solidago, is derived
from the Latin words solida and ago, Such stirring praise for a flower that
which means, “to make whole” (as in many scorn as a noxious weed!
“solidarity” and “consolidate”).
Perhaps it’s time to take a second
Surely the genus name was given
look at the many assets goldenrod
because of the many preventive
offers to our late-summer and
medicinal qualities attributed to
autumn gardens.
goldenrod. For example, Native
Americans chewed the plant to
Rhonda Nowak
alleviate sore throat and tooth ache. Master Gardener, 2011
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Garden Tour
Medford AAUW (American Association of University Women) is looking for 6 gardens in the
Rogue Valley for their 2017 Garden Tour to be
held on Saturday, June 10 from 10 AM to 4 PM.
All proceeds from the Tour provide local scholarships
for women and girls to RCC and SOU. We have volunteers to help garden owners prepare for the Tour and
be at each garden the day of the event. If you have
or can suggest a garden of interest please contact
Ronnie Budge at 541-773-8019, or Marlene Olson at
541-245-1117, or Diane Reiling at 541-499-6622.

Peggy’s Propagation

GARDEN

OK Master
Gardeners, we have
a plan for you!
If you can provide a
cutting for us to work
on, and IF we are
successful, we will
return a free rooted
plant to you. To
provide a cutting for
us, snip off a small
branch that has this
year's new growth and a bit of the old mature growth.
Put it in a plastic bag with a wet paper towel and deliver
it to us on any Wednesday morning in October. If you
take the cutting on a Tuesday evening, just put that
plastic bag in the refrigerator overnight. And Please mark
the cutting with your name and the name of your plant.
This offer is Master Gardener only.
Lagerstroemia /ˌLythraceae commonly known as crepe
myrtle, is a genus of around 50 species of deciduous and
evergreen trees and shrubs. A good cloning candidate.
Peggy Corum
Master Gardener 1989

From the Editor…
We don’t like to brag, but our Facebook Page, Website, and Garden Beet are pretty darn
good. Informative, well-written and entertaining, we have been busy creating valuable
written content you actually want to read. We’re all about ensuring our content is relevant
and engaging; everything is written with Gardeners like you in mind.
We welcome your ideas, stories, photos and input.
Cindy Williams
Master Gardener 2014
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Things to do in The Garden for October
The Harvest
Moon …Frost
on the
Pumpkin…I
just love this
time of year!
No matter how
large or small
your garden is,
this is the time
of year to
celebrate that
the harvest is in
and planning for
another year’s
garden is around
the corner. So
what do you
plan to do in
your garden
next? Here are
some ideas to
get you started.
By having a
simple plan,
gardening all
year “round”
gets easier.
These are some
things I plan to do this month:



Remove all nighshade plant

matter. Tomatoes, peppers,
eggplants all need to come out of
the soil and be disposed of. This
in preparation for planting either
a cover crop in their place (still
not too late!), or mulching the
bed for winter. Other plant
matter can stay in place if you
allow the worms to take care of
the roots and allow the plant
matter to compost in place (or
you can always compost the
entire plant)




Add ample amounts of mulch to
your garden beds. This is
material of your choice. I will be
using hay and horse manure with
some compost. I’ve yet to try the
“tiles” of alfalfa which I’ve heard
is excellent for the soil over
winter, adding nutrients as it
decomposes. The added bonus is
it acts like a weed suppressant as
well.



Start stockpiling those garden
amendments you’ll need
throughout winter. It’s a lot
easier to get a truckload of
granite delivered now, as
opposed to after it starts raining.
If I have the pile already on site,

amendments
are bagged
up and
thrown into
the landfill
when they
can do so
much good in
your garden.
Ask around,
I’m sure
you’ll find
some takers
through the
MG
program!!
Planting
of new garlic
bulbs, and
ornamental
spring bulbs
happens now.
Also, not too
late to get
the last
application of
Fall/Winter
fertilizer on
the lawn.



I have my work cut out for me
on those nice days of winter
when I want to be outside.
Clean up tools, roll up hoses,
store away drip-system
materials. This seems like a nobrainer, but I’ve been a slacker
in the past, too. Rolling up a
muddy hose is no fun! The
garden is my favorite “room” of
my house, so this is like a deep
clean in my favorite room!
Everything looks so neat and tidy
afterwards.

I’m certain I’ve missed a few things
to remind you. I would like to add
that this time of year is special; we
really get to relax more! While it is
sad to see the warm days of summer
behind us, it’s nice to sip hot cocoa
by a crackling fire and carve a
pumpkin!
Happy Gardening!

Rake and SAVE THOSE LEAVES!!!
Leaves are THE BEST dry
material to add to your compost
pile! In fact, I’d like to start a
Master Gardener Revolution right
now by saying, if you rake and
bag your leaves for the city to
hall off, PLEASE let other MG’s
know…they may want to come
take them off your hands if you
do not compost or mulch with
them. I’m even certain our
Compost Garden folks would be
delighted with your donation of
leaves (DISCLAIMER: call first,
then be prepared to deliver the
bags, and take the plastic bags
back with you!) There are some
of us who “borrow” those bags ‘O
Julie Engleson
gold off the street as it makes
Master Gardener 2012
me sad to think the best
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Coordinator’s Corner
Members of this family include Lonicera involucrate –
Twin Berry, Symphocarpus alba – Snowberry,
Honeysuckle varieties, Viburnum sp. – Highbush
cranberry and Pink Dawn etc., others include
Heptacodium macinoides – Seven Son Flower, Weigela
sp., and Abelia sp. Remember, Anyone who brings me a
member of the Caprifoliaceae family will win a prize!
2016 student Master Gardeners please record your 70
hours of volunteer time for graduation. And to all you
wonderful Master Gardener veterans, it’s time to record
your 20 hours of volunteer time, and 10 hours of
continuing education. Thank you all for the time you
give to the Master Gardener Program.
Rhianna Simes
Master Gardener 2007

I had a great time with all who attended the
Master Gardener picnic. Congratulations to Shirley
Wentworth and Regina Boykins for big wins at the
Goods from the Garden Taste Off! Also, save the date
for the 2016 Master Gardener Awards Banquet and
Graduation on Saturday, October 15th!! We will have a
great time!

Congratulations
2016 Master Gardener

This month I will focus on the Caprifoliaceae family,
otherwise known as the Honeysuckle family. In
Southern Oregon this group is mostly shrubs or vines.
Members of this family have opposite leaves, meaning
that the leaves are positioned on opposite sides on the
stem or branch. The photo shows the classic rounded
opposing leaves of a honeysuckle vine (Lonicera
sempervirens.) These leaves are mostly opposite with
no stipules (appendages at the base of a leafstalk
known as the petiole) and may be either evergreen or
deciduous.

Graduates
Save the Date:
Graduation and Awards Event

Saturday October 15th

The flowers of Caprifoliaceae family members are
tubular funnel-shaped or bell-like, usually with five
outward spreading lobes or points and are often
fragrant. These flowers have 5 sepals, 5 free petals and
5 stamen which are epipetalous meaning they extend
beyond the petals. These flowers also have an inferior
ovary that refers to the position of where the seeds
come from. They are formed below where the petals
attach, so closer to the base of the flower.
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They Came, They Saw, They…….

As many of my friends know I have been at less
than full strength this summer. Last week I was
sitting on the deck in our back yard when I wondered
who I could ask to help get some small chores done in
my garden. I made one phone call and had 18 Master
Gardeners descended on my garden yesterday, Sept.
13th. WOW!! They even brought refreshments!!

“IN THE GARDEN”

Teresa Reavis had an interesting experience after
appearing on TV earlier this summer. Teresa
presented a segment “In the Garden” on how to keep
the mid-summer garden growing and how to deal with
pests; she then went to her work at a local garden
center. A woman who was watching the segment
quickly arrived at the very same garden center and told
the staff that she wanted to buy everything that she
had seen on TV – insect soap, fertilizer, blossom set
spray, etc. This is proof positive that local folks are
watching our televised gardening spots and that we DO
make a difference in the community! Good job, Teresa,
and a hearty “Thank You” to all the fabulous speakers
who give of their time and expertise to bring useful
information to the gardening public!
Nine gardening segments were presented by Jackson
County Master Gardeners during the month of
September and aired on KDRV-TV’s “In the Garden.”
This brings to 55 the total number of TV spots aired for
this gardening season. The speakers for September
were as follows:

In less than 3 hours they had trimmed overgrown
plants, removed unneeded plant supports, weeded
huge plots of garden, removed old plants and planted
new ones. More than a pickup load of green waste was
sent to the commercial composters in Central Point.

Laurin Parker
“Perennials that Work” and “Bulbs for Spring”

The front yard lavenders were cut back to a healthy
size, the unwelcome blackberries were stuffed in the
recycle tub, weeds were pulled and the entry garden
plot was replanted with bulbs and made ready for new
ground cover.

Kristina Lefever
“Native Bees in Your Fall Garden” and “Hover Flies”

Out in the back yard the over grown ornamental
grasses received haircuts, the wild and crazy wisteria
got pulled out of the evergreen trees and told to ‘Stay
Out’, the roses got their fall pruning and the iris,
Shasta Daisies, Tiger Lilies and the Crocosmia all got
new homes.

Kay Wolf
“Gardening Crafts”

There were so many working so hard I’d hate to miss
someone so I’ll just say “Thank You to All of You” from
the bottom of my heart, the love I received Tuesday
morning was overwhelming. When I am back to full
strength next spring I will pay forward the help I
received and answer the
call when the JCMGA is
called upon to help
someone else in a similar
situation.
Thanks again,
Glenn Risley
Master Gardener 2010

Kari Gies
“Harvesting and Storing Herbs for Winter Use”

Erin Krenzer
“How to Grow Mushrooms”

Ronnie Budge
“Planting Bulbs”
Rhianna Simes
“No Till Gardening”

Kari Gies and Erin Maxson

“In the Garden” airs during the newscast each
Wednesday and Friday at 11:00 AM on channel 12
reaching approximately 50,000 households per week.
Segments are archived and can be viewed on the
station’s website at www.kdrv.com/features/in-thegarden.
Join us in watching our fellow Master Gardeners at
work on TV and let them know you appreciate their
good work! And, if you would like to be a presenter “In
the Garden” next year, contact one of us! We’d love to
explore ideas with you!
Linda Holder, Co-Chair
Master Gardener 1998
Laurin Parker, Co-Chair
Master Gardener 2012
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Jackson County Master Gardener Association
Board of Directors Meeting – September 9, 2016
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BEET BOX
Cindy Williams
Cindy Williams
Pam Mooers
Photography
Kenda Swartz
Proofreading
Linda Holder
Susan Kiefer
Carolyn Wolf
Mailing
Pam Harmon

Calendar of
Upcoming Events

Editor
Layout

cindy@clwnet.com
kenda@nr4g.com
lholder@charter.net
skief2155@earthlink.net
carwolf@sonic.net

No Till Gardening
Scott Goode
October 4 3-5 pm $10

The Garden Beet is published monthly by the OSU Jackson County Master Gardener
Association, Southern Oregon Research and Extension Center, 569 Hanley Road,
Central Point, Oregon 97502. Phone: 541-776-7371

Publishing Information: All articles and photos are due by the 15th
of the preceding month. Articles should not exceed 600 words.
One-time articles should be emailed to the editor for review. If a
photo needs to be taken, please contact Kenda Swartz at the email
address above. Photos submitted cannot be less than 600x800.
Oregon State University Extension Service offers educational programs, activities, and
materials without regard to race, color, national origin, sex, or disability as required
by Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and Title IX of the Education Amendments of
1972 and Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973. Oregon State University is an
Equal Opportunity Employer.
All information provided by the Garden Beet is believed to be accurate. Readers must
assume all responsibility for their own actions based on this information. Occasionally
a product or company may be named in an article but this does not constitute an
endorsement of said product by JCMGA.

Native Plants for Year Round Interest
Sherri Morgan
October 11, 6-8 pm $10
Put Your Garden to Bed
Janet Rodke
November 1, 3-5 pm $10

Winter Dreams/Summer Gardens
November 5, 2016
Higher Education Center
101 S. Bartlett St. in Medford
JCMGA
http://www.jacksoncountymga.org/calendar
OSU EXTENSION
http://calendar.oregonstate.edu/extension
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